LST Meeting – Feb 12, 2021

New items:
- We can reduce our LST meeting frequency until we return to campus
- MEng student access

1. **MEng Student Access**

We can allow new access to students upon request/proper review

APSC isn’t going to do more extensive return to work planning at the moment, but we have to make accommodations where needed, so yes an MEng student is able to access the lab upon requesting it

We can consider access if a student really needs to be in a lab and we don’t have to swap people off of the list now – eg. if a space is approved for 5 and someone new needs to come in, it is ok to add them

2. **3D printing space**

Requires a child plan for the space to be opened widely for use – full safety plan for this space is needed (D. Feixo)

3. **LIFE spaces**

Space-users from Physical Therapy are frequent – are we being too strict with limiting people in our spaces?

RMS is going to come look at the atrium in life to see what the recommendations are for PT students

Meeting Adjourned